VIDOSEC
FEVER DETECTION ACCESS CONTROL

contactless temperature detection + facerecognition
+fever alarm + supporting data report

SYSTEM

VS-AFB27-E3
2MP

7”
99.8%

Max 50,000

Product introduction

Applicable scene

Body temperature detection dynamic face recognition tablet
is an access control product developed using the latest face
mask recognition algorithm and thermal imaging body temperature
detection technology. The system supports automatic switching
in1:1and1:Nmodes.BasedontheAndroidsystemenvironment,
it has the features of face recognition speed and temperature
detection in seconds, high accuracy, high security, and good
stability.

Residential quarters, office buildings, schools, government units,
tourist attractions, factory sites, etc for public health and safety.
it can detect and alert those people not wearing mask, and their
body temperature is higher than set temperature, eg, new coronavirus,
COVID-19detectingetc for a more safecontrol. It can work with
all kinds of turnstile gates,tripod turnstile, flap barrier, speedstile,
speedgates,sliding/hidden gates,etc,safety access control
for entry/exit.

Accurate Temperature Measurement
infrared thermal imaging temperature measurement technology +
detection, wearing a mask also can be accurately measured temperature

Main features

• Industrial chip platform and system
• Use hisi chip, mini Linux, high stability
• Low power consumption (as low as 4W)
• Supports multi-style CASE, and supports appearance
customization High precision face recognition algorithm
• Embedded algorithm, millisecond alignment
• Accurate monocular in vivo detection, safe and efficient
• The accuracy of N library within 30000 is 99.8%
Multi-scene image exposure and correction algorithm
Support temperature measurement, display, high
temperature pre - Mask -wearingreminder
Support for temperature interface protocol

MASKED FACE
Fast and Accurate Visible Light Facial Recognition
with Wide Angle Tolerance for Masked Individuals
In the time of epidemic, wearing surgical mask is a musttakeprecaution beforeenteringcrowdedareassuch as oces,
shopping malls, stations and so on.
Un-masked persons would potentially be seen as spreading
germs in the community as droplets are one of the most
dangerous and easiest ways of coronavirus spreading. With
the help of Computer Vision technology, VIDOSEC's
upgraded terminals can identify whether the user is
wearing a mask, while conducting fast and effective
facialrecognition.

Practical Scenario

Airport

Railway station

School

Specifications
Specifications

Notes：
1. The temperature measuring equipment should be used in rooms with room temperature between
10℃ and 40℃. Do not install the temperature measuring equipment under the vent,and ensure that
there is no heating source within 3 meters;
2. When entering the room from the cold outdoor environment, the temperature measurement
accuracy will be aﬀected. The forehead temperature shall be tested for three minutes without
shielding and the temperature shall be stable.

Spec
OS Embedded Linux
DDR DDR3 4GB + 4GB emmc
Screen 7" hd IPS display
Camera 2MP , 120 view of angle，WDR, white light (nightvision)
Face Support facial opening mode
Door open speed ＜0.3s（30000 face space）
Precise 99.8%
Min pixel Face recognition supports a minimum face pupil distance of 20 pixels
Face base capacity Max support 30000PCS
White name ,blace name support
Stand data
Internet 1PCS RJ45 100M self-adapter
Communication TCP/IP wired
Power DC 12~15V/2A,4W
Working temp 0 ℃~35 ℃
Customs The appearance can be customized at a cost
Thermometer data
Test distance ＜1m
Best distance 0.5-0.8 M
Precise ±0.3
Temp range 35-40 ℃
Effective emissivity 0.97±0.02
Wavelength size 5.5-14um
Time ＜1s

3. The temperature read by the temperature measuring device is the temperature of the forehead
temperature area. When there is water, sweat, oil or heavy makeup on the forehead or the elderly
have more wrinkles, the temperature read will be lower than the actual temperature, so as to ensure
that there is no hair or clothing covering this area.
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